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Identify required maintenance on plant equipment and related systems and 
complete computer work orders Be responsible for the preparation of the plant 
equipment and piping systems for maintenance.

FEBRUARY 1986 – MAY 1991
ASSISTANT CHEMICAL PLANT OPERATOR - ABC CORPORATION

 Oil Reclamation Turning dirty oil into Clean oil Transferring oil &amp; Chemicals 
into Tanks, Drums, Totes, Tankers, &amp; Railcars.

 Attached identifying tags to containers.
 Recorded numbers of units handled and moved using daily production sheets 

and work tickets.
 Used item numbers to properly stock the warehouse. Customs guidelines and 

regulations.
 Monitored department performance data to identify and avoid potential risks.
 Operated forklifts and other heavy machinery safely.  Verified computations 

against physical count of stock.
 Adult first aid/cpr/AED training conducted by southeast Louisiana chapter.

1984 – 1986
CHEMICAL PLANT OPERATOR - DELTA CORPORATION

 Job responsibilities include Make standard and specialty blends without 
exceeding blender capacity Operate bag machine Prepare pallet samples .

 Work rotating shifts including overnights and weekends.
 Perform standard chemical packaging of finished polyacrylamide powder 

product Prepared uniformed packaging of finished goods for shipping 
according .

 Safely operate and manage designated process to efficiently produce product 
for downstream or upstream customers, within the plant.

 Maintain/schedule maintenance on equipment to ensure the process will not 
stop unless scheduled, or due too safety issues.

 Run tests, record data, and make adjustments to plant, based on test results.
 Bringing all abnormalities to the attention of my supervisors.

EDUCATION

Chemistry- (Hudson High School - Hudson, OH)
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SKILLS

Microsoft Office, Electric Pallet Jack, Forklift Operator, Customer Service.
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